
Dear Birth Mother, 

How does one start out a letter to a person they have never met, but 

are so grateful for? We cannot even begin to imagine all the emotions 

you must be experiencing during this time. Just as the day we learned 

of Lindsey's infertility, this must be one of the most saddening days of 

your life. Our respect for you is beyond words. You are turning a difficult 

situation into a gift for someone. To be chosen and become parents 

will be one of the happiest days of our life. Not only have we prayed 

for this child, but we have prayed for you also. We have prayed for 

strength, courage, and peace to flow within you as you make this  

selfless decision. Our heart aches along with yours as you make the  

decision of adoption for you and your child,  

but fills with joy at knowing, if chosen, our  

prayers have been heard. We would  

be honored to walk down this path  

with you and your baby; through the  

tears and joy. Your baby will know  

nothing short of love and compassion.  

If you choose us we will be unable to  

ever express our gratitude for the most 

beautiful and precious gift ever. We  

would love to meet you and start  

growing a relationship with you. We  

feel having a relationship with you,  

as the birth mom, is a very important  

detail in this journey. We would be  

privileged to send pictures and letters  

and if the relationship grew, to do visits.  

We hope you enjoy looking though our  

album and seeing a little about who we are! 

Love, 

Robert and Lindsey 



When we realized having children of our own was not an option, 

we knew adoption was the next step for us.  We consider birth 

parents a blessing and our child will always know how much their 

birth parents love them.   

We are planning for Lindsey to 

only work part time and for our 

child to go to a licensed         

daycare part time.  

We live in a newly  

remodeled home that 

features  

 2 bedrooms 

 1 recreational room 

 1 bathroom 

 

Letters and pictures 

with possible visits 



Robert: Paint Manager 

Lindsey: Barista and Student 

Robert: energetic, hardworking and loving 

Lindsey: kind, determined and hardworking 

Robert: loves to play guitar and ride his motorcycle 

Lindsey: loves to garden, bake and cook 

3 dogs 

Dodge • Cowboy • Daisy 



Most of our family lives near us.  We love to spend time with our 

family. Roberts has two siblings who are in the military, but they 

come home to visit when they can.  Lindsey has 5 half siblings 

who she loves to spend time with when she is able.  Both of us 

are blessed to have amazing grandparents in our lives who 

were great role models for us.  All of our family is excited for us 

to become parents.  


